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13.1 Introduction

Our research on multilinguality and machine translation (MT) uses novel methods that
are based on adaptivity. An MT system is learning to translate rather than needs to be
programmed to do so. The advances in statistical machine translation have shown that
the adaptive paradigm can help in reducing the system development costs dramatically.
However, these systems rely on representations that do not capture many relevant lin-
guistic aspects, neither take into account the wealth of knowledge that is known about
human cognitive processes related to natural language understanding, translation and
interpretation.

13.2 Analysis of complexity of European languages

We have studied di!erences between the European Union languages using statistical and
unsupervised methods [8]. The analysis has been conducted at di!erent levels of language
including lexical, morphological and syntactic levels. Our premise is that the di"culty
of the translation could be perceived as di!erences or similarities in di!erent levels of
language. Two approaches were selected for the analysis. A Kolmogorov complexity based
approach was used to compare the language structure in syntactical and morphological
levels. A morpheme-level comparison was conducted based on an automated segmentation
of the languages into morpheme-like units.

13.3 Learning interlingual mappings

We have also developed an approach for finding interlingual mappings using the Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm [4]. The semantic or conceptual space is explicitly
modeled in the SOM-based approach. This can be constrasted with the commonly
used Bayesian approach. This approach resembles, to some degree, the idea of using a
knowledge-based interlingua in machine translation. The underlying philosophical assump-
tions about knowledge are, however, quite di!erent. In a knowledge-based interlingua, the
semantics of natural language expressions are typically represented as propositions and
relations in symbolic hierarchical structures. The SOM can be used to span a continuous
and multidimensional conceptual space in a data-driven manner. Moreover, the approach
provides a natural means to deal with multimodal data (cf. [9]).
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13.4 Applying morphology learning to statistical machine
translation

Languages of rich morphology pose a problem for statistical machine translation methods,
which usually apply words as the smallest units of translation. We have studied how un-
supervised learning of morphology (see Section 10.2) can be used to help in the task. In
a joint work with University of Cambridge [3], automatic morphological segmentations by
Morfessor [1] were shown to improve the translations provided by the well-known Moses
system [6]. The approach combines individual translation models that use alternative
morphological decompositions using Minimum Bayes Risk decoding. Statistically signifi-
cant improvents were obtained for two tasks: Arabic to English task, where two di!erent
morphological analyses were applied for Arabic, and Finnish to English, where word-based
model was combined with one where Morfessor was applied for Finnish. The method was
applied also in the machine translation tasks of Morpho Challenge 2009 (see Section 10.5).

13.5 Experiments in speech-to-speech machine translation

In a join e!ort with Speech Recognition (Ch. 8) and Natural Language Processing (Ch.
10) groups, we conducted experiments with speech-to-speech machine translation from
Finnish to English [2]. The experiment is described in detail in Section 8.4.

13.6 Automatic machine translation evaluation

The feasibility of normalized compression distance as an automatic machine translation
evaluation measure has been investigated [10]. The examined distance metric is based on
an approximation of the Kolmogorov complexity between translated text and a reference
translation. Compared to many state-of-the-art automatic measures, normalized compres-
sion distance is theoretically justified while providing competitive correlation to human
judgments,.
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Figure 13.1: Illustration of di!ering conceptual densities of two agents having a 2-
dimensional quality domain. Points mark the locations of the prototypes of concepts.
Lines divide the concepts according to Voronoi tessellation. Both agents can discriminate
an equal number of concepts, but abilities of the agent B are more focused on the left half
of the quality dimension 1, whereas agent A represents the whole space with rather equal
precision.

13.7 Within-language translation

The research related to machine translation includes also within-language translation ac-
tivities. The basic idea is to conduct translation or paraphrasing between two di!erent
ways using the same language. In a preparatory study towards this direction, automated
classification into layperson and expert use of medical language was conducted using the
SVM (support vector machine) method [7].

In general, to provide motivation for this line of research, two persons may often have
very di!erent conceptual density related to a topic under consideration. For instance, in
Fig.13.1 person A has a rather evenly distributed conceptual division of the space, whereas
person B has a more fine-grained conceptual division on the left side of the conceptual
space, but has lower precision on the right side of the space [5].

If some agents speak the same language, many of the symbols and the associated con-
cepts in their vocabularies are the same. A subjective conceptual space emerges through
an individual self-organization process. The input for the agents consists of perceptions of
the environment, and expressions communicated by other agents. The subjectivity of the
conceptual space of an individual is a matter of degree. The conceptual spaces of two in-
dividual agents may be more or less di!erent. The convergence of conceptual spaces stem
from two sources: similarities between the individual experiences (as direct perceptions
of the environment) and communication situations (mutual communication or exposure
to the same linguistic/cultural influences such as upbringing and education, and artifacts
such as newspapers, books, etc.) [5]. In a similar manner, the divergence among concep-
tual spaces of agents is caused by di!erences in the personal experiences/perceptions and
di!erences in the exposure to linguistic/cultural influences and artifacts. These aspects
are handled in more detail in the section on socio-cognitive modeling 14.
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